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ABOUT GEORGIA

At the crossroads of Europe and Asia, Georgia is a combination of
uniqueness and diversity. Although a small country, you can find here the
Caucasus Mountain range, Black sea coastline, curative climate and
mineral waters, national Parks and UNESCO Heritage sites, ancient
history, diverse culture and traditions, delicious cuisine, rich wine culture
and last but not least, world famous Georgian hospitality. Georgia will
surprise and delight you at every turn.
The geography of Georgia describes the geographic features of Georgia, a
country in the Caucasus region. Situated at the juncture of Western Asia
and Eastern Europe, it is bounded to the west by the Black Sea, to the
north by Russia, to the south by Turkey and Armenia, and to the east by
Azerbaijan. Georgia covers an area of 69,875 square kilometers (26,979 sq
mi). Geographical Center: The geographic center of Georgia is located in
Twiggs County, 18 miles SE of Macon.
Longitude: 83° 29.7'W
Latitude: 32° 42.8'N
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Length X Width: Georgia is 300 miles long and 230 miles wide.
Borders:Georgia is bordered by Tennessee and North Carolina in the north.
In the south, Georgia bumps into Florida. To the east of Georgia is the
state of South Carolina and the Atlantic Ocean. In the west Georgia is
bordered by Alabama and a small section of Florida.
Coastline: 310 km
Highest Point:Mount Shkhara, 5,201 m
Lowest Point:Bogs between Poti and Kulevi, (-1.5-2.3 m)
POPULATION
The current population of Georgia is estimated around 3,909,669. Georgia
population is equivalent to 0.05% of the total world population. Georgia
ranks number 133 in the list of countries (and dependencies) by
population. Georgia is divided into 9 regions, 2 autonomous republics, and
one city.
CLIMATE
The climate of the country is extremely diverse, considering the nation’s
small size. The greater Caucasus mountain range plays an important role in
moderating Georgia’s climate, protecting the nation from cold air from the
north , while the lesser Caucasus Mountains protects from the very
dry, .hot air from the south. Average temperature in summer varies from
19 °C to 22 °C, and in winter from 1.5 °C to 3 °C.
Winter in Georgia is characterized by mild temperatures and little snowfall
around the state, with the potential for snow and ice increasing in the
northern parts of the state.
CURRENCY
The official currency in Georgia is Georgian Lari officially indicated as GEL.
Lari is subdivided into 100Tetris. One Gel equals to 0.46Euros or 0.60 .S. ̀
ollars. Maor Hotels accept credit cards, but please check outside the ḁ̀
main cities. ATM machines are available throughout maor towns and ̀
cities.
* 1 Georgian Lari equals to 0.39 US Dollar.
* 1 US Dollar equals to 63.77 Indian Rupee.
* 1 Indian Rupee equals to 0.016 US Dollar.
* 1 Georgian Lari equals to 24.53 Indian Rupee.

ABOUT CITY – TBILISI

Tbilisi formerly known as Tiflis is the capital and the largest city of Georgia.
Its cobblestoned old town reflects a long, complicated history, with periods
under Persian and Russian rule. Its diverse architecture encompasses
Eastern Orthodox churches, ornate art nouveau buildings and Soviet
Modernist structures. Tbilisi is known for its distinctive architecture. Tbilisi
is one of the safest cities in Europe and frequently ranks among the most
popular emerging destinations.Tbilisi lying on the banks of the Kura River
with a population ofroughly 1.5 million inhabitants.Located on the southeastern edge of Europe, Tbilisi's proximity to lucrative east-west trade
routes often made the city a point of contention between various rival
empires throughout history and the city's location to this day ensures its
position as an important transit route for global energy and trade projects.
Tbilisi is located in the South Caucasus at 41° 43' North Latitude and 44°
47' East Longitude. The city lies in Eastern Georgia on both banks of the
Mt'k'vari River. The elevation of the city ranges from 380–770 meters
above sea level (1,250–2,530 ft.) and has the shape of an amphitheaters
surrounded by mountains on three sides.To the north, Tbilisi is bounded
by the Saguramo Range, to the east and south-east by the Iori Plain, to
the south and west by various endings (sub-ranges) of the Trialeti Range.
POPULATION
Tbilisi being the capital of Georgia is also the largest city in the country
with a population of nearly 1.5 million people.
LANGUAGE
Georgian and English language people speak the most in Tbilisi.

HISTORY
TOU was founded in 2002 under a name of Georgian Tax Academy by a
leading scientists and experts in the field. In 2012 due to market dynamics,
new management strategy and vision, university acquired its present name
Tbilisi Open University. This transformation has been predated by a number
of circumstances such as growing popularity of our quality education, high
employment rate of our graduates and increased demand for new
programs on the market.
Just under 20 years of its existence TOU proved to be the fastest growing
institution on the market while transforming from a small size teaching
establishment with just 2 faculties into the full spectrum University with 4
schools and a numerous degree programs. Today TOU is a vibrant
intellectual community known for its cutting-edge research and the
expansive scope of expertise, consisting of nearly 400 faculty members and
visiting professors and strong cohorts of graduate and undergraduate
students employed in public and private sector.
Recent years have seen major changes in structure and development of the
university. By establishing solid partnerships with number of international
universities and adopting the best of their practice, TOU transformed into
the most innovative and vibrant university in the region. Establishment of
new departments and research centers such as: TOU Scientific Research
Center, Center of Law and Economics, in line with hosting numerous
international conferences and public events have attracted many high
profile scientists, writers, journalists and politicians to TOU.
TOU campus has continued to develop over the years with establishing a
presence at the University street, in the central part of the city. The new
15.000 sq meter academic building designed by leading architects and
equipped with state of the art facilities, opened its doors to students and
faculty in 2017.
TOU continues to move forward as one of the leading universities in the
country, building upon its distinctive history, unique values and
commitment to the local and global community.

ABOUT UNIVERSITY

The International school of medicine, Georgia is distinguished by the
disciplined educational process and modern infrastructure, enabling the
students to acquire quality education and practical skills. For this reason,
the University is known highly ranked, providing graduates with superior
employment prospects.
The graduates of the International school of medicine, Georgia fulfill the
demands of the modern competitive environment. The academic personnel
of the University is staffed by highly qualified, creative and enthusiastic
professionals ready to equip the students with knowledge, values and all
the necessary skills.
It should be noted that the multicultural environment of the University
shapes intelligent, educated individuals with human values capable to meet
modern challenges.
The objective of the International school of medicine, Georgia, being one of
the leading universities, is to encourage the personal development of each
student and mold him as a highly qualified professional. Consequently, UG
graduates are in high demand on the labor market.
The International school of medicine, Georgia is a top a MBBS Collage to
study MBBS In Georgia for Indian students. It strives to ensure
implementation international education standards in teaching and research
and to build notable educational centre in Georgia.

The International school of medicine, Georgia offer excellent educational
and research environment by modern academic programs, high-qualified
professors and best infrastructure. All the facilities important for studying
and scientific activities are concentrated in the university.
In 2002 The International school of medicine, Georgia obtained
authorized from the Ministry of education and Science of Georgia. Tbilisi
Open Teaching University is approved by the Medical Council of India for
Indian Students to study MBBS in Georgia. it is also listed by WHO and
FAIMER in the World Directory of Medical schools. Georgia is a very
beautiful and independent country. It is safest country for girls education.
There are following faculties at the university : healthcare sciences, law,
Business and Engineering, Humanities and social sciences. Tbilisi Open
Teaching University Runs 18 Bachelors, Masters and doctoral degree
programs both in Georgian and English languages the following fields :
Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Business administration, Agribusiness,
Human resources management, Law, Architecture Education
Management, lnternational relations and health care services.

Why International School of Medicine - Georgia (TOU)
• We offer the most affordable fees structure and cost of living keeping
the quality of education at par with Indian pattern of education.
• ISM GEORGIA-TOU is listed in WHO and recognized globally (PIease refer:
www.who.mt/en).
• ISM GEORGIA-TOU Listed In Medical Council of India (MCI).
• The students studying in this university can avail the benefits of students
exchange program of USA, EUROPE, CANADA, Australia, ETC. Or Transfer
themselves to any USA Medical Collages after evaluating their current
credentials, at any authorized evaluator origination like world education
services.(PIease refer: www.wes.org).
• ISM GEORGIA-TOU is listed in FAIMER (Foundation for advancement of
International Medical Education and Research)(PIs refer: www.faimer.org).
• Duration Of MBBS Course Is 5 Years.
• Course imparted is in English only no mandatory language course.
• Proper Indian Hostel and Indian Food (Veg And Non Veg).
• Indian Warden Separately for Boys and Girls with Complete Security
Measures. 100% Ragging Free Environment.
• A Preparatory coaching for MCI Test (FMGE) Conducted by the esteemed
professors from AIIMS Faculties from the very beginning of First Semester
till the end of the MBBS program.

A Specially Designed E - Learning program equivalent to medical
education development and research centre (MEDARC) Standards will
be imparted in order to bridge the gap of different medical conditions
of different patients and also it gives as students and experience of the
job reality.
• A Tablet worth 35000 Rupees for regular updates on syllabus and
curriculum with respect to E-Learning and MCI Coaching.
• The present teaching and research process involve 544 Professors,
155 Researchers and 587 visiting professors.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
This department deals with the establishment of relations with foreign
universities and relevant scientific research institutions and educational
centers. It spreads information about exchange programs and puts
them into practice. The Department is also in charge of the minutes
(protocols); arrangement of hosting delegations from foreign
universities and organizations, development of collaboration with
higher educational institutions of countries involved in Bologna
Process, serving foreign students, supporting mobility process of
students and other relevant services.

MEDICAL DIRECTION
Educational Programs

UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL STUDY: First cycle of higher
academics education (Bachelors’ Degree)
GENERAL MEDICINE - 75 CREDITS PER YEAR(TOTAL - 360)

About the Courses in Detail
Faculty: Healthcare
Grade: Level one
Specialty: Medicine Academic Degree: Medical Doctor
The Objective: To train specialists, according to International standards
so that they will be able to continue their studies in residency or for
doctorate programs.

ADMISSION
The attraction and admission of foreign, prospective students is
conducted in cooperation with official representatives, having official
agreements with University Of Georgia and relevant authorities.
Agreements between the University Of Georgia and official
representatives include, applicants have no other aims except for the aim
to receive medical education while staying in the Georgia.
Arrival and training expenses of foreign students at ISM GEORGIA-TOU
include: Admission fee, Tuition fee, Hostel Accommodation fee. These
payments must be made according to university rules and procedure.
Living expenses of foreign students in Georgia including food, extension of
visa and registration fee as well as other expenses must be covered by
students on their own, in compliance with university rules and
ISM GEORGIA-TOU.

After you have arrived at International School Of Medicine - TOU

Your passport shall be registered by Ministry of Interior of Georgia within
5 days from the date of arrival, excluding holidays and weekends
Assistance in registration and visa extension will be provided.
Foreign students must get registered between 6 months and 1 year
Passports must be presented to the Department of International Affairs,]
month before the expiration of visa.
Failure to meet registration and visa terms results in fine,set by Ministry of
Interior of Georgia.

CAMPUS

CLASS ROOM

SIMULATION LABORATORY AND PRACTICAL TRAINING

SIMULATION LABORATORY AND PRACTICAL TRAINING

SIMULATION LABORATORY AND PRACTICAL TRAINING

ANATOMY LABORATORY

LIBRARY

IT LAB

PRESENTATION HALL

CAFE

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA / DOCUMENTS NEEDED
1. Minimum educational qualification of 10+2 for undergraduate
courses. A minimum age of 17 years.
2. Candidates applying for MBBS must fulfil the eligibility criteria for
the admission in a Medical Institution by the “Medical Councils” of
the respective country.
3. 12th Marksheet
4. Documents needed for admission & Visa:
a) Passport / International travel document.
b) Qualification certificates indicating the primary knowledge of the
subject for the respective courses.
c) Copy of NEET Qualifying Scorecard
d) 12th Passing/Leaving Certificate with Marksheet
e) 4 Photos of Student (White Background)
f) Bank statement of 6 month with minimum of 2.5 Lac balance
g) Sponsership letter from Parents/Gaurdian(should have same name as per
given Banks statement.)
g) Birth Certificate
h) Tution Fee reciept.
5. In case of Minor Student:
a) Minor Affidavit for Student.
b) Father's & Mother’s Passport.
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